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Learning Compass is a regional project aimed at improving the situation of elementary 
children with special needs through the education of primary school teachers in more remote 
places of four Western Balkan countries (Albania, Kosovo, Northern Macedonia, Bosnia and 
Hercegovina). 
 
In the countries of the Western Balkans, the knowledge of experts and especially teachers for 
children with special needs (also considering ways of pedagogical work with them) is still very 
lacking. Slovenia has a great deal of knowledge and practical experience in this field in terms 
of the established educational system, infrastructure, capacity building possibilities for 
teachers and other stakeholders, an encompassing system formed by schools, non-
governmental organisations, social workers, diagnostic and health facilities, and other 
organisations that cooperate in the education of and/or assistance to children with special 
needs, enabling them to reach their full potential. 
 
The similarity of school systems, the historical and geographical connection and the linguistic 
proximity of most Western Balkan countries presented a unique opportunity for the transfer 
of knowledge and experience from Slovenia to other countries involved in the proposed 
project, and engagement in a mutual learning process through the exchange of best practices. 
The project set out to share Slovenian knowledge and experience in the field of education and 
assistance to children with special needs in the Western Balkan countries. Activities were 
initiated in the year of 2019 including events implemented in Kosovo and Albania, continuing 
in the year 2020 with activities scheduled for implementation in North Macedonia and Bosnia 
and Herzegovina. The COVID-19 pandemic, that presented a health and logistical challenge 
for all projects alike had implications for the Learning compass project, with both changes in 
activities (that were successfully transferred in the virtual environment) as well as additionally 
addressed challenges. 
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The project that was implemented in two years and took place in four countries was formed 
to reach the following goals: 

• Contribute to improving the situation of children with special needs in primary 

education; 

• Contribute to the development of the school systems of the countries involved; 

• Strengthen links and cooperation between teaching staff and educational institutions 

(involved in the project) of the Western Balkan countries and contributed to the 

peaceful coexistence in the region. 

 

The project implemented all the envisaged activities and involved the members of the 

current Learning compass community in the following events: 

 

• Implemented 3 day training for experts from Albania and Kosovo (organised in 

September 2019 in Drač, Albania) 

• Implemented informative meeting for decision makers (ministries, responsible 

authorities, school directors, headmasters and other representatives) in Pristina, 

Kosovo 

• Implemented three day virtual training for Experts in North Macedonia (organised 

in September, 2020) 

• Implemented a three day virtual training for Experts in Bosnia and Herzegovina 

(organised in November, 2020) 

 

The Learning Compass project successfully reach the initially set goals, and contributed to: 
 

• 160 trained profesionals (teachers, special educators, other ecperts) in Albania, 

Kosovo, North Macedonia and Bosnia and Hercegovina in the field of education for 

childreen with special needs, achieved through the mutual exchange of best practices. 

• Additionally trained experts, as workshop participants passed the received 

knowledge and experience to more than 400 coworkers (in Albania, Kosovo, North 

Macedonia and Bosnia and Hercegovina) in a structured learning process training of 

trainers, implemented in their schools.  

• Establishment of a virtual platform in cooperation with the institution Arnes.si. The 

established platform enables the sharing of knowledge established within the project 

and further enlargemen of the Learning compass network. 
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The COVID-19 pandemic has apart from economical, health, and other implications, severely 

challenged the educational system of countries around the globe, where institutions were 

forced to quickly adapt, engage in capacity building activities, and develop strategies, working 

methods and communication that would outstand the physical divide among children and 

teachers. Each of the educational systems needed to adjust with the resources they had at 

their disposal, leading to necessary adjustments in IT knowledge and infrastructure, 

adjustment of the school process to the new digital reality and other changes, that addressed 

the challenges of teachers, students and families.  

The learning compass project, with activities scheduled for the year 2020 adjusted in a virtual 

organisation of activities as well as additionally covered topics, that address the challenges of 

teachers, their students, and respectful families in times of the pandemic. A welcome addition 

to the originally planned activities was also the establishment of a platform including video 

tapes, documents, and presentations of the implemented activities in North Macedonia as 

well as Bosnia and Herzegovina, enabling more teachers and interested parties to participate 

in the project during and after its implementation in an effort to further contribute to the 

sharing of best practices and improvement of educational systems for all teachers and their 

students. 

 

The project is part of programme activities of Slovenia’s 

Development Cooperation Programme supported by 

the Slovenian Ministry of Foreign Affairs / Ministrstvo za 

zunanje zadeve RS.  

  

https://www.facebook.com/mfaSlovenia/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWm31XvLuPS8l_j_75z-3kDGPt2lQ6xBPuxJWRNSkWchFu-PR4qqlPgLJ2jIddO_ZyxGdXShVsghPFyGX1Vi2gEjRllLBEPkQfZxw3_Ip8KJIx55TdgUKOEXMVF5xL10RttLLiHTh4Pky-42Y3wqBx5PTLS8nN-cHVz8OWy5z5-NcgybbAdQVVur8Np4i2ryYc&__tn__=kK-R
https://www.facebook.com/mfaSlovenia/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWm31XvLuPS8l_j_75z-3kDGPt2lQ6xBPuxJWRNSkWchFu-PR4qqlPgLJ2jIddO_ZyxGdXShVsghPFyGX1Vi2gEjRllLBEPkQfZxw3_Ip8KJIx55TdgUKOEXMVF5xL10RttLLiHTh4Pky-42Y3wqBx5PTLS8nN-cHVz8OWy5z5-NcgybbAdQVVur8Np4i2ryYc&__tn__=kK-R
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Development of inclusive education in Kosovo: The changes that have taken place in our 

country in recent years have had a great impact in the field of education. Education reforms 

have continued at all levels since 2001 introducing new notions and concepts. The concept of 

inclusive education in Kosovo was included in the policies after 2000. In the early 50's learners 

with disabilities in our country had been engaged in education separately in the then special 

schools. However, in 2001, Kosovo took the first steps towards the integration of children 

with disabilities in the regular school system, and as of 2003, education policies have been 

directed towards inclusive education.  

Policies to ensure inclusive education: The Law on Pre-University Education No. 04/L-032 in 

the Republic of Kosovo, published in 2011, is based on the principle of inclusive education. 

The aim of this Law is that the principle of inclusive education is applied in the Republic of 

Kosovo as the best practice in accordance with international norms, as provided in the 

UNESCO Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989), in the Salamanca Declaration (1994), 

UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (2007), and in other relevant 

international conventions or recommendations.  

The principle of inclusive education means that: education and training institutions shall 

accommodate all children regardless of their physical, intellectual, social, language or other 

conditions and promote integration. Professional assessment of children is carried out in 

every municipality by professional teams which consist of education specialists, social 

workers, psychologists, and rehabilitation workers who also act as external support providing 

advice and guidance to teachers, learners or parents.  

The Kosovo Curriculum Framework was developed in 2011, and this document plays a crucial 

role in promoting the vision of the Government of the Republic of Kosovo for lifelong learning 

in building a state of knowledge. Developing a Curriculum has always been a challenge for the 

state and the education system because it represents a catalyst of goals, power and the best 

values for the country. The aim was to develop competencies for life and work in the process 

of developing the Curriculum system, as well as teaching and learning experiences.  

Kosovo Education Strategic Plan (KESP) 2017-2021: The aim of this plan has been to 

determine development paths of the education system during the period 2017-2021, so that 

education plays an active role in the economic and social development of the country. During 

the process of KESP development, there were efforts to link it in a systematic way to other 

strategies developed by MEST, including the Strategy on Quality Assurance in Pre-University 

Education, the Strategy on Inclusive Education, the Guidelines on developing diversity and 

inclusion in school and in the education system, and the draft Strategy on Career Counselling 

and Guidance.  
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Standards for child-friendly schools 2012: This document of special importance for schools 

has been developed by the Kosovo Pedagogical Institute, a group of experts from MEST and 

with the support of UNICEF. The document is seen as a support tool for schools and their 

teams dealing with the internal evaluation of schools, in order to improve and enhance the 

quality of work in schools. The document Standards for child-friendly schools contains 

standards and measurable educational indicators for six important dimensions of work in 

schools, aimed at improving and enhancing the quality of work in schools.  

Individual Education Plan (IEP) is an official pedagogical document, which has been 

developed for children with special education needs, for whom the municipal assessment 

teams or even the teams at the level of an institution have taken a decision to include them 

in special needs education. The Individual Education Plan serves the purpose of systematic 

planning of learning, teaching, support and follow-up of the individual progress of children. 

The individual education plan should be developed through a collaborative process, including 

school, parents, children (when appropriate) and other relevant staff. The IEP is a confidential 

document and the information contained therein may be shared with others only with the 

permission of parents. It refers to adapting the curriculum and focuses on learners’ priority 

needs. The IEP defines a child's education goals for the duration of the individual plan.  

Early Childhood Education Development Standards 0-6 years, 2011: This document helps to 

understand better the willingness of children to develop and learn. Through the 

implementation of these contents, through the creation of a suitable socioemotional 

environment, through the creation of physical and substantive conditions for carrying out 

different activities, through the stimulation of play and interaction of children, it aims to 

further enhance the quality of education activity regardless of where this activity takes place, 

in the family, preschool institution, community-based centre, day care centre or school 

institutions. These standards can be used by all those interested in early childhood, i.e. by 

parents, caregivers, educators, paediatricians, experts of various development fields, policy 

makers and implementers of education policies, as well as by other actors dealing with early 

childhood education.  

The Index for Inclusion is an instrument that helps schools develop inclusive schools as well 

as inclusive teachers. Inclusive education represents a challenge of creating equal 

opportunities for all children regardless of their religion, culture, gender, or any other 

diversity, and it is a fundamental human right. Inclusion of children with disabilities in pre-

university education was 40% last year, whereas this year, in 2020, it is planned to reach 50%. 

The cooperation mechanisms at central and local levels are: The Ministry of Education, 

Science and Technology (MEST), Division for Inclusive Education (DIE) which maintains the 

cooperation with all municipalities of Kosovo. Each municipality has an inclusive education 

officer who cooperates with DIE and the pedagogical assessment teams for children with 

special education needs. The cooperation mechanisms at the school level are: the school with 

support teachers, assistants and psychologists and pedagogues. The role of the municipalities 

is to implement the policies recommended by MEST and DIE, appoint inclusive education  
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officers in each municipality, make the assessment teams functional to assess children with 

special education needs, and plan the budget for children with special education needs.  

Kosovo has 6 Resource Centres which provide education and counselling for learners with 

severe and multiple disabilities, out of which three centres provide the program "teaching 

with fields and activities", a special school and two centres for learners with visual 

impairments and one centre for learners with hearing impairments. These centres also 

provide professional trainings for regular school teachers. Capacity building in inclusive 

education is provided by the Faculty of Education, training of municipal education directors, 

training of education inspectors, and training of school directors, teachers and educators. 

Issues of priority for this year: MEST in cooperation with Save the Children and professors 

from the Universities of Bologna and Padua in Italy have developed an instrument for 

assessing children with disabilities based on the International Classification of Functioning 

(ICF). This package of instruments consists of: the initial document from the school, the 

assessment team instrument and the reporting form. Planning the learners’ needs, fair 

distribution of support resources and linkage with the financing formula. In cooperation with 

Save the Children, the financing parameters have been developed based on the disability 

type. There are 3 types of disabilities: severe and multiple level disabilities, moderate level 

disabilities and mild disabilities, and the parameters include the number of support teachers, 

assistants and services, as well as goods (didactic tools and transport).  

Training of teachers and professionals to work with children with disabilities, Training of 

professionals, special pedagogues, school counsellors and teachers for a better and more 

appropriate approach to working with children with specific learning difficulties is essential in 

Kosovo schools. In its strategy, the Ministry of Education of the Republic of Kosovo has 

provided such training.  

The Ministry of Education, Science and Technology in Kosovo, with the support of Lux-

Development Project, has been supporting the qualification of assistants to learners with 

special educational needs, and until now, 170 assistants have graduated, majority of whom 

have been employed. The Pearson Institute from England has developed the occupation 

standard, the curricula, and monitors the implementation of the qualification. The 

qualification has 120 credits, of which 600 practical hours are carried out in the resource 

centres where the graduates obtain Pearson BTEC Institute diplomas.  

A good Slovenian experience implemented in Kosovo is the training of teachers for students 

with specific learning difficulties. Such training has previously been conducted with 

psychologists, special educators, child defectologists and psychiatrics ,as well as some of the 

special teachers. Such three-day trainings in two modules were conducted by Slovenian 

experts: Dr. Anica Mikush Kos, Prof.Tereza Zherdin, Prof.Dr. Marija Kavkler. Then, teacher 

trainings in schools were organized by local trainers. These trainings took place in 10 

Municipal Centres including a number of over 500 teachers and parents.  
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Through the cooperation of the Ministry of Education of Kosovo with the Ministry of 

Education of Slovenia, many teachers and professionals from Kosovo had the opportunity to 

visit institutions and schools, to get good experiences in helping children with disabilities. 

 The best example is the continued cooperation of NGOs Institute for Promotion of Education 

and Centre for Communication, Listening and speech – Center za Komunikacijo Sluh in Govor-

Portorož, Slovenia. It’s been three years, during which teams of teachers, special educators 

and psychologists from Kosovo have been training in Slovenia at the same centre.  

In Kosovo, three trainings were conducted by psychologists, special teachers and support 

teachers from Slovenian experts in the program: Training of teachers for work with children 

with special needs within the school system in the Western Balkans through: Institute for 

Promotion of Education (IPEDU) and Centre for European Perspective from Slovenia. From 

the same trained Kosovar professionals, training has been provided for 100 support teachers 

who work with children with disabilities in primary schools.  

Determining indicators for children with disabilities: Kosovo does not possess indicators for 

children with disabilities because there are still problems with general statistics for people 

with disabilities. MEST in cooperation with Save the Children has prepared questionnaires to 

be tested at 7 municipalities and 14 schools. After the piloting, MEST will analyse and include 

them in the Education Management Information System (EMIS). 

 Challenges of inclusive education: Increasing the inclusion of children with disabilities in 

education, early childhood intervention, expanding pedagogical assessment instruments 

nationwide, vocational education and training. We still face the problems of a small number 

of support teachers in schools, a limited budget in the country, the lack of rehabilitation 

services, and the lack of pre-service professional training of teachers. Statistics at the national 

level for people with disabilities have to be improved. In Kosovo, children with disabilities 

have problems in attending education because they are in need of special devices, and they 

are not well accepted by others, they need special education teachers, they cannot follow the 

curriculum, and they cannot go to school, etc. The education system poses a problem in itself 

because of the rigid curriculum, and there are many schools that lack access for children with 

disabilities. Teachers and schools are not sufficiently supported, there is no learner-based 

teaching, there is no involvement of parents, there is a lack of equipment and teaching aids, 

and there are teachers who do not understand inclusive education.  
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The situation of children with disabilities in 9 year schools of the Northern Region of Albania 

is not positive. Despite the work done with the drafting of the National Plan of Action and 

Care for Children with Disabilities that started in 2016, after the ratification of the Convention 

on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities by the Albanian State, the number of children with 

disabilities limited to compulsory education is still low. The amendments to the law on pre-

university education, Chapter XI, Article 63 clearly defines and gives the right to children of 

this category to attend compulsory education.  

There are currently 4 special schools in the Republic of Albania: in Shkodra, Tirana, Vlora, 

Korca. There are several day care centres throughout the country that help this category. The 

age of the children for whom education provides support varies from 0-18 years old. Number 

of children with disabilities aged 0-18 years is 14.742 , which divided by age groups amounts 

to:  

• 4148 childreen in the age group 0-6 years  

• 7056 childreen in the age group 6-15 years  

•  3538 childreen in the age group 15-18 years  

In the schools of the city of Kukes for the year 2019-2020, 81 children with disabilities are 

enrolled, 17 of them are women and only 63 of them are provided with a direct pass, i.e. they 

are treated with disability payment. At the national level, only 4% of children with disabilities 

are provided with a medical certificate. 

 There are 69 schools in Kukes Region, for 81 students with disabilities. They are supported 

by 45 teachers. These support teachers provide educational services in accordance with 

parental requirements within the framework of inclusion. The latter are interested in the 

training of children in all areas and constantly submit requests that must be met by the 

management staff of the respective schools.  

This number of children with disabilities in schools would probably be higher if there were no 

problems of road and institutional infrastructure, where schools are mainly in the centre of 

Administrative Units and children have to move on foot, which is quite difficult for a child with 

disabilities. School infrastructure excluding some is unsuitable and inaccessible for children 

with disabilities. Another obstacle is the lack of curricula and didactic tools suitable for 

effective teaching.  

Another problem is the mentality, which is still present, especially in rural areas, where many 

parents do not want to accept the problem their child is facing, which becomes an obstacle 

for the treatment and further support of these children in the education system. The work to 

be done by subject and support teachers should be based on the child’s abilities, through the 

development of individual educational plans for which the support of all actors related to the 

child (teachers, parents, and school psychologists) is required.  
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Despite this, compared to previous years, there is an increase in the number of children with 

disabilities in schools. Another aspect that has increased is parental awareness and their 

interest in acknowledging children’s problems, which is worth noting because their awareness 

brings a safer operation for children with disabilities.  

The education of teachers in the branches of specialized pedagogy or specializations in this 

field is another problem. The professional skills of supportive teachers in treating students 

with special needs are in most cases not appropriate. In most cases, teachers are appointed 

as support teachers without the appropriate education and without the appropriate 

specialization, but who have completed other specialties. This requires their ongoing 

professional training.  

The inclusion of children with disabilities is a priority of Pre-University Education in the 

Republic of Albania, aiming to extend this to all links in the education system measures so to 

raise awareness of actors (teachers, parents, students) and prevent any discriminatory 

phenomenon in the school premises they run.  

According to the law “On protection from discrimination”, the fight against prejudice against 

children with disabilities is a priority of any actor who plays a direct role in promoting and 

integrating them within and outside school. According to Pre-Universal Development 

Strategy, Albania has been shown to be open to the inclusion of children with disabilities in 

all areas. 
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The recently adopted Law on Primary Education (Official Newspaper of the Republic of 

Macedonia 2019), inter alia, we welcomed the intention of the Ministry of Education and 

Science for harmonization and compatibility of the regulation with the Convention on the 

Rights of the Child and the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, in particular 

the incorporation of the basic principles underlying the stated Conventions, such as the best 

interest and full development of the student on the basis of equality, accessibility and 

inclusion.  

We are also pleased with the upgraded normative framework for non-discrimination and 

equality of children in the education process, whereas, for the first time in the named Law, 

disability was established as a ground for discrimination, which were part of the efforts, 

recommendations and suggestions of public opinion, as well as in the Special Reports on the 

inclusion of children with disabilities in preschools in regular primary and secondary 

education, with the aim of more effective and meaningful inclusion of children with 

disabilities.  

Meanwhile, with the start of the school year, complaints from parents of children with 

disabilities about providing teaching assistants in municipal primary schools for the 2019/20 

school year have increased, in support of students, which according to Article 19 paragraph 1 

of the new Law on Primary Education is the right of students with disabilities. The 

complainants clarify that in the past period, as in this school year, the realization of this type 

of support is carried out through the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) in 

cooperation with the Employment Service Agency of the Republic of Macedonia and 

municipalities which through the Municipal Benefit Program from the Government's 

operational plan for active measures and programs for employment and services in the labour 

market, activated the unemployed in order to include them in a project for providing social 

services in the community.  

The current problem is that there is a growing number of registered students with disabilities 

for which is required project teaching assistants in relation to the number of approved 

program assistants. On average, the number of students with disabilities in the class is one to 

two students per class, with most schools responding that the distribution of students with 

disabilities by class is governed by the total number of students in the class, the type of 

disability and the degree of support needed. 

In the academic year 2019/2020, a total of 1236 students with special educational needs 

study in 93% of the municipal primary schools in the Skopje region, of which 513 are students 

with disabilities (confirmed by finding and opinion and / or with a functional profile). 

According to the answers of most of the schools, the number of POP students shown does 

not reflect the real picture and the total number, because there are students who show 

certain learning difficulties, or even doubt that they have a certain disability, but do not have  
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a finding and opinion. Almost all schools (83) have formed school inclusive teams, however, 

not all legally appointed members are members of it.  

49% of the total number of schools do not have a professional who would be most called 

upon to provide support to students with disabilities in inclusive education. In any of schools 

on the territory of the municipalities of Ilinden, Saraj, Cucer Sandevo, Petrovec, Sopishte, 

Zelenikovo and Aracinovo, there is no special educator and rehabilitator. Schools that employ 

a special educator and rehabilitator as a professional associate are satisfied with the support 

that this professional person provides to students with disabilities in order to meet their 

needs. In a total of 8 municipalities, there are educational / personal assistants in teaching, 

while the other 9 municipalities have not hired such persons to support students with 

disabilities. The total number of assistants engaged in the teaching for the academic year 

2019/20 is 139, of which 88 are educational and 51 are personal assistants. Only one 

municipality (Karpos), has educational / personal assistants in all schools.  

There is a small number of schools (20 in total) in which the entire teaching staff and the 

professional service have attended certain trainings for work with children with disabilities, 

which means that the employees of many schools have not gone through additional 

education, and there are schools in which none of the employees did not participate in any 

additional education for working with students with disabilities.  

69% of the surveyed schools answered that their schools  have factors that hinder the 

inclusion of students with disabilities. They also expressed there are insufficiently developed 

professional competencies of the teaching staff , that works with students with disabilities 

and in a unsuitable learning environment (lack of appropriate technical and material 

conditions, didactic materials and teaching aids). These are the options that the majority of 

schools have opted for. Almost all schools have stated that they do not have the appropriate  

technology that could be used in the teaching process in order to support students with 

disabilities.  

Only 15 schools stated that they cooperated with a school with a resource centre (Special 

Primary School), stating that the cooperation was due to the realization of a certain training 

or was of a consultative / advisory nature.  

In the period April-October 2019, the Professional Body for Functional Assessment by the ICF 

- International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health assessed a total of 331 

children from the entire territory of RSM, of which about 80 children were from the territory 

of Skopje, and 98 were from the two special schools in the Skopje region (POU "Dr. Zlatan 

Sremec" and POU "Idnina").  
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The education of the teaching staff should be seen through the prism and the concept of 

children's rights and the rights of persons with disabilities. It should be realized by quality and 

experienced trainers (experts in the field) who should improve their skills continously. 

Students with disabilities and their families must be recognized as partners, not just as 

beneficiaries of education, that must be actively involved and consulted in all aspects of 

planning, implementing, monitoring and evaluating of inclusive education policies, as well as 

the experts relevant ones. 

 In the area of social and educational inclusion, the teacher needs to know the different types 

of difficulties students who need additional support in education are facing, that is special 

educational needs, learning difficulties and shortcomings initiated by socioeconomic reasons.  

The educational staff in the regular primary schools believes that the necessary resources 

(staffing and organizational) for strengthening the capacities for inclusive education are 

quantitatively and qualitatively deficient, and the realization of the educational work with the 

students with special educational needs makes it difficult in several factors and causes “. 

"Primary school teachers are largely uneducated in developing and monitoring individual 

education plans, applying differentiation, adapting to the conditions, methods, and activities 

of students with disabilities and monitoring their needs." "Many primary school teachers in 

the Republic of Northern Macedonia did not attend trainings to strengthen their personal 

competencies to work with students with special educational needs, that is they are not 

sufficiently trained to prepare and follow an individual educational plan," applying 

differentiation in teaching, adapting the conditions, methods and activities to the needs of 

students with disabilities and monitoring their achievements.  
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Recommendations  

Support for students to gain knowledge, skills and competencies by recognizing opportunities, 

affinities, predispositions, abilities, capacities and expectations, as well as respecting 

diversity, that is all students to feel valued, included and respected . Supporting teachers for 

the dissemination and deepening of the acquired knowledge and abilities for inclusive 

education (to make necessary adjustments in the planning and implementation of teaching, 

cooperation, interaction, etc.). Strengthening awareness of the importance and need to 

promote inclusive education through analysis, research, campaigns, debates, panel 

discussions and other forms of affirmation. Strengthening the infrastructure and the internal 

equipment of the educational institutions.  

The special educator usually works on psychomotor re-education, sensory integration, speech 

and language development, assistance in the socialization of the student, during the class in 

breaking the instructions given by the teacher, solving tests, etc. The conclusion is that the 

largest percentage of pedagogues, t. is. 2 9, 6%, and psychologists, t. is. 3 5, 4% attend school 

during the class, but do not engage in direct assistance and support.  

Unlike them, most of the special educators - 4 0% stated, that they work with the student 

with special educational needs in parallel with the teacher who realizes teaching with the 

other students during the class. This way of involvement is significantly but less present in 

pedagogues - 1 6, 5% and in psychologists - 1 9, 2%  

Individual support and appropriate adjustment are priority issues and should be free at all 

compulsory levels of education, not only at the primary education level. Some groups of 

children with disabilities are at higher risk of being excluded from education than others, e.g. 

children with moderate and severe degree of intellectual disability, children with multiple 

(combined) disability, blind or deaf-blind children, that is children with more severe form and 

degree of disability.  

Without providing human and material and technical conditions within all primary schools, 

quality inclusion is not possible. Hence, it is necessary to provide appropriate professional and 

quality staff (especially special educators and rehabilitators, and if necessary other 

professionals) in all primary schools.  

It is necessary to sensitize, train and improve the professional competencies of the entire 

educational staff to work with students with special educational needs. As for the need to 

transfer good Slovenian practices, I think you should consider the possibility of which of these 

areas you can contribute to. 

 Inclusion in general - Resource centers; The role of teacher, pedagogue, psychologist, special 

educator, speech therapist, personal assistant educational assistant; Specific and general 

learning difficulties, Methods of treating children with autism spectrum disorder. In addition 

to seminars or workshops, it would be good to organize the treatment of children with special 

needs in counselling.  
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According to us, the arrival of special educators and rehabilitators in Slovenia is important 

because my experience speaks volumes about those examples of good practices that are 

organized in counselling centres in Ljubljana or Maribor, but also the treatment of children 

with learning difficulties in primary schools in Slovenia. 
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Introduction  

Problem based learning (PBL) has been applied for over thirty years in different fields of 

education in many countries. The first and best-known applications of PBL are in the study of 

medicine during the 1960s. Even today it can be understood as a revolutionary, radical and 

real approach to prepare medical students to become effective, efficient and ethical 

physicians. Using problems based on actual clinical cases as focal points in a medical program 

evolved after years of medical faculty and student frustration with the traditional lectures and 

challenging clinical experiences. Learning and absorbing the immense amount of content 

inherent in a medical education was becoming more unrealistic and improbable.  

Drawing from the tutorial process developed by Barrows (Barrows, Tamblyn, 1980), the 

medical curriculum shifted from a faculty-centred approach to a student-centred, 

interdisciplinary process. Since then PBL has spread worldwide to other disciplines in higher 

education such as architecture, economics, engineering, mathematics and law. PBL has often 

been understood only as a method of learning. What distinguishes PBL as a technique, as an 

educational strategy, or even as a philosophy are the changes in the whole learning 

environment that the approach requires. The continued use of PBL arises from the 

recognition that students retain minimal information obtained from traditional didactic 

teaching and have difficulty transferring knowledge to new experiences (Schmidt et al., 1993). 

 PBL provides an environment in which students can draw upon prior knowledge, learn within 

the real-world context, and reinforce the knowledge through independent and small group 

work. Problem-based learning is an attempt to create learning environments that support 

meaningful learning. According to different findings (Chen, 2002) it is possible to compare 

prescriptive and experiential curriculum. Using these as endpoints on a continuum, one would 

place PBL close to the latter. Again, depending on one's interpretation and usage of PBL, this 

can vary. The prescriptive curriculum is more teacher-centred, linear and rational is a part to 

the whole organization. The teaching process is understood as transmitting and learning as 

receiving. It needs a structured environment. On the other hand, the experiential curriculum 

is more student-centred, coherent, and relevant to the whole organization. Teaching is seen 

as facilitating and learning as constructing. It needs a flexible environment.  

Bransford (2003) describes some key findings about PBL. Students come to the classroom 

with preconceptions about how the world works. If their initial understanding is not engaged, 

they may fail to grasp the new concepts and information that are taught, or they may learn 

them for purposes of a test, but revert to their preconceptions outside the classroom. To 

develop competence in an area of inquiry, students must:  

(a) have a deep foundation of factual knowledge, 

(b) understand facts and ideas in the context of a conceptual framework, and  

(c) organize knowledge in way that facilitates retrieval and application.  
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A “metacognitive” approach to instruction can help students learn to take control of their 

own learning by defining learning goals and monitoring their progress in achieving them.  

2. The basics of PBL 

2.1. Definitions  

There are numerous definitions and interpretations of PBL. Some faculty and institutions 

decide for the original definition which is: PBL is both a curriculum and a process. The 

curriculum consists of carefully selected and designed problems that demand (from the 

learner) acquisition of critical knowledge, problem solving proficiency, self-directed learning 

strategies, and team participation skills. The process replicates the commonly used systemic 

approach to resolving problems or meeting challenges that are encountered in life and career 

(Barrows, Kelson, 1993). Other definitions abound. A key point to designing, implementing, 

and assessing the student outcomes achievable with PBL is to determine the definition that 

best fits your teaching philosophy and your institution's mission.  

PBL is an approach ttowards the structuring of the curriculum, which involves confronting 

students with problems from practice, and by doing so provides a stimulus for learning (Boud, 

Feletti, 1992). Problem-based learning is an instructional method that challenges students to 

"learn how to learn," working cooperatively in groups to seek solutions to real world 

problems. These problems are used to engage students' curiosity and initiate learning the 

subject matter. PBL prepares students to think critically and analytically, and to find and use 

appropriate learning resources (Duch et al., 2001). Problem-based learning is a development 

and instructional approach built around an ill-structured problem which is messy and complex 

in nature; requires inquiry, information gathering, and reflection; is changing and tentative; 

and has no simple, fixed, formulaic, "right" solution (Finkle, Torp, 1995). Problem-Based 

Learning (PBL) is an instructional strategy that promotes active learning. PBL can be used as a 

framework for modules, courses, programs, or curricula (Samford, 1998).  

2.2. Aims and characteristics of PBL  

Do PBL students gain better qualifications for working and professional life than students 

pursuing a so-called traditional curriculum?  

The aim of PBL is build a bridge between working life and education. Research and evaluation 

is needed to examine how well this succeeds. According to Barrows and Tamblyn (1980) and 

Engel (1998), PBL can, regardless of discipline, enhance students' achievement of:  

(a) adaptation and participation in change,  

(b) application of problem solving in new and future situations,  

(c) creative and critical thought,  

(d) adoption of holistic approach to problems and situations,  

(e) appreciation of diverse viewpoints,  
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(f) successful team collaboration,  

(g) identification of learning weaknesses and strengths,  

(h) promotion of self-directed learning, 

 (i) effective communication skills,  

(j) augmentation of knowledge base,  

(k) leadership skills and  

(l) utilization of relevant and varied resources. 

One of the fundamental assumptions in PBL is that it is essential that the students develop 

effective self-directed learning skills, are able to identify what they need to learn, can locate 

and use appropriated resources, apply the information back to the problem and reflect on 

the evaluation of their approach for grater efficiency and effectiveness (Barrows 1998).  

Complex structured problems provide the focal point(s) and stimuli for the course, curriculum 

and/or program. Learning is now student-centred, and students work in small groups to 

solve/provide multiple solutions to problems. Learner assessment is enhanced by self and 

peer assessment.  

2.3. The overview of PBL process 

In most courses, students are bombarded with enormous amounts of material to read and 

display their comprehension by completing related problems. These problems typically  

require a neat, fast answer. This method does not prepare our students for professional 

problem resolution. PBL begins with students, working in small groups, delving into, 

determining key issues, and then solving a "real-world" problem under the guidance of a 

facilitator. By focusing upon a realistic problem, students develop a varied and deeper 

perspective and knowledge of the subject area. This process is not a new one; indeed, it has 

its beginnings in the ancient apprenticeship model which is learning by doing. ( st annual atee 

Association of Teacher Education in Europe conference 561 ) 

2.3.1. PBL roles and responsibilities  

The facilitator role allows the faculty member or student mentor to act as a/an: 

(a) content and procedural resource person,  

(b) facilitator of group processes,  

(c) guide to additional resources, 

(d) sounding-board person,  

(e) learner, as well.  
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Issues for faculty in deciding for PBL, particularly in the learning stages, is the amount of time 

needed to prepare course materials, develop problems, train other facilitators and determine 

authentic assessment of student work. The other critical issue is the role reversal. Instead of 

being the "sage on the stage," the faculty member is now to be the "guide on the side." 

Instead of lectures, the faculty member now models various methods of problem solving, 

sometimes referred to as "cognitive apprenticeship" learning (Brown, Collins, Newman, 

1989). Meta-cognitive questions such as "How do you know that?" "What assumptions might 

you be making?" and "What else might you need to know?" are used by faculty versus 

dictating how to solve a problem. The student role is altered with PBL. PBL contrasts 

considerably with the traditional teaching most students have encountered. Students, 

particularly freshmen, have difficulty with the concept and use of self-directed learning. 

Be aware that students may react to the idea of PBL with shock, denial, anger, resistance, 

acceptance and finally, confidence. Students also must take responsibility for their own 

learning. PBL encourages students to identify their learning needs and determine the 

resources they will need to use to accomplish their learning. Independent learning is 

accompanied ny considerable collaboration with other students and faculty. Collaborative 

work among students facilitates their comprehension of the problem and the application to 

future situations. Collaboration is an essential skill for students to gain as they will most likely 

be working as members of teams in their respective workplaces. Two often difficult tasks that 

students encounter in PBL is the process of reflection and peer assessment. Reflection, or self-

assessment, allows the student to complete the learning cycle. What did I learn? What more 

do I need to know? How can I approach this problem in the future?  

And so forth are key questions we want students to ask of themselves. Students must become 

proficient in not only assessing their own progression in learning, but that of their peers as 

well. The ability to monitor one's own learning as well as providing credible feedback to one's 

colleagues is an important personal and professional skill. Orienting students to PBL is a must. 

One approach would be to introduce the concept and rationale for use of PBL in a course (or 

curriculum). Another would be to have the students work on a sample problem which is 

followed by a debriefing session.  
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2.3.2. The Poikela model about PBL  

In the presented research work, the Poikela (2003) model about PBL was used, which defines 

eight stages:  

(1) Problem setting or selecting a discussion leader, recorder and observer and giving them 

tasks (an observer is needed for peer feedback and for developing reflection and learning 

skills in group; s/he can (should) also participate in problem discussion) with sub stages of 

reading the problem and clarifying terms and concepts. A typical trap in this stage could be 

using too much time which can confuse instead of help in clarifying.  

(2) Brainstorming or the stage of free association: producing and generating ideas about 

aspects of the problem is meant for revealing and elaborating previous knowledge and 

experiences, and writing key words on flip charts, white boards or memo notes. 

 (3) Grouping ideas is the stage of analysing and organising the ideas inductively from the 

bottom up, categorising the idea groups to coherent and distinctive characters and creating 

a logical and thematic basis for problem solving and learning process. A typical trap could be 

that we produce too little groups (“Everything seems to connect to everything.”) or too many 

groups (“Just a few things seem to be connected to each other.”).  

(4) Choosing or analysing, reasoning the problem areas for learning process. Choosing the 

most actual and essential areas from the point of learners and making decision about the 

order of importance, committing to the joint task. We could fell in a typical trap of using the 

logic of content without discussion about actual learning needs.  

(5) The learning task is the stage of finding out the unknown and unclear issues of the chosen 

area, formulating learning needs, monitoring means and sources for knowledge acquisition, 

checking learning objectives and mutual commitment for knowledge acquisition. Different 

typical traps could emerge: too large or too small learning tasks compared to the available 

time between tutorials; too little time for checking commitments of the learning tasks; 

forgetting reflection and assessment of shared learning process of the first session.  

(6) Knowledge acquisition is the phase of self directed information acquiring and working in 

pairs or small groups, using different sources of knowledge, studying, reading and writing 

likewise researching. A typical trap is unskilled information literacy, insufficient skills of 

knowledge acquisition and neglecting theoretical learning material.  

(7) Knowledge integration or the stage of introducing the new knowledge acquired during the 

self-directed study, reviewing, integrating and synthesizing the shared knowledge, 

formulating a visual presentation, map or list of the core and main concepts and links between 

them, writing a memo of the results. A typical trap is leaving things open without closing 

decision about learning results, presentations or memos.  
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(8) Clarifying or comparing the new knowledge to the problem at the start of the cycle is the 

last stage. Here we are in the process of checking the learning results, assessing the 

achievements of the problem solving process, group dynamic and shared and individual 

learning. A typical trap could be concentrating just to results and neglecting process 

assessment. 

 3. Researching aims  

Our aims are to produce pre-school teachers that are able to  

(a) engage in the complexity and diversity of everyday problem situations,  

(b) become life-long learners through continuing professional development,  

(c) use reflection to inform special educational decisions,  

(d) work collaboratively within a team,  

(e) empower the client, through partnership, to identify and solve their own problems  

(f) explore students’ understanding and insights into the identified aspects of curriculum 

design that enhance or inhibit their creativity.  

4. Methodology  

We were directed to analyse the outcomes achieved in small group learning only during the 

school period 2005/2006 with forty third grade female students of preschool education who 

were attending the course of special education. In such groups learning represents a 

laboratory for group problem solving that allows students to perform many outcomes and it 

allows the students in the group to examine meaningfully real-world information and 

situations, discuss, practice and learn from one another under the guidance of a facilitator 

within an agreed time frame. The facilitator works with small teams of students to facilitate 

and stimulate their thinking through observation, timely intervention and interactive 

discussions. The outcomes that can be achieved from small group learning were as follows: 

(a) to compare learning performance with peers,  

(b) to develop a sense of responsibility for their learning process,  

(c) to learn about human interaction, develop interpersonal skills and become aware of one’s 

own emotional reactions (Learn how to listen, receive criticism, give accurate and candid 

feedback to each other and facilitate self-evaluation.),  

(d) to develop models of workshops to use in future work.  
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Learning with the Poikela PBL model lasted for sixteen sessions for a four-month period. At 

the end of this period the students were given a questionnaire which was the source for our 

quantitative and qualitative analysis. The questionnaire was divided in two parts:  

(1) twelve questions about the suitability of the PBL method to students and  

(2) one open question for writing their feed-back about the used method of learning. 

5. Results  

5.1. Descriptive analysis of students' questionnaire survey  

The descriptive analysis showed that in general students hardly change their way of studying. 

Although a new model of teaching gave them the opportunity of becoming more and more 

aware of the importance of self-directed learning, aware that a deep level approach is more 

efficient during self-study and that elaboration helps to remember new information better. 

Students complained about the amount of work/attention they have to spend to special 

education and group dynamics. Question M Sd 1. My beliefs about learning have changed in 

the last months. 2.1 1.0 2. I become more and more aware of the importance of self-directed 

learning. 3.4 0.9 3. I use different study strategies to remember new information. 2.1 0.7 4. I 

am well aware that a deep level approach is more efficient during self-study. 3.0 0.7 5. I reflect 

about the way I study. 2.9 0.6 6. Based on my reflections I change my study behaviour. 2.1 0.8 

7. I am aware that elaboration helps me to remember new information better. 2.8 0.8 8. I 

protest when tutorial group members quote literally from literature sources. 1.3 0.6 9. When 

students try to skip to brainstorm about a problem. I point out the importance of activation 

of prior knowledge. 1.3 0.6 10. I use the technique of concept mapping during my self-study. 

1.7 0.8 11. During the phase of synthesis, I insist on developing a concept map or schema. 2.2 

0.4 12. During evaluations I bring up the way we discuss the subject matter. 2.8 0.8 Table: 

Descriptive statistics of the Student questionnaire (4-point scale). 

 5.2. Qualitative analysis of students' questionnaire survey  

Personal feed-back discussions between a tutor and the students revealed an interesting 

issue: Most of the students found PBL actually quite fun. Students' feed-back about the 

suitability of the PBL-method to students was as follows:  ”I like working in a team. It is also 

nice to notice the different viewpoints on the topic that are found in the discussions. There is 

almost always somebody in the team who can help in understanding the problem. ”I learn 

more efficiently on traditional lectures”. The PBL does not work in most of the given topics. 

The whole thing doesn’t work.” o “I think we now have the confidence and being able to say, 

well I actually disagree with you.” o "I think you can be more open and think more broadly 

with your group because you’ve all been through that period together." o “I know with our 

group we spend a lot of time outside the timetabled times together…”  
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6. Conclusion  

The PBL implementation in special education promotes students’ team work which supported 

the learning process of individuals. Students’ social skills and reporting skills developed. The 

tutors learned to know students better and could take their feedback into consideration very 

quickly. The cooperation between teachers increased and grew deeper. The tutors got a 

better view to the students’ study work as a whole. The tutors got better understanding about 

the curriculum. The creation of problems was difficult but did success every time. Additional 

advantages were that the students started to think about the teaching, coaching and learning 

processes. There were many fruitful discussions and planning situations between students. 

Putting PBL in context tends to solve students' lack of motivation. They can see the connection 

between what they are learning and the professional practice. Students are less interested in 

grades and more in the process. The purpose of this study was to increase students’ 

engagement in problem-based learning activities and to identify misconceptions about 

special education. Students showed that they're able to solve real problems, work in small 

groups, state what they know and what they need to know, find information from different 

sources, acquire problem solving skills and interpersonal and communication skills. Students 

participated actively and took responsibility in their own learning. They integrated their 

knowledge and skills and constructed their own understanding and knowledge of the world. 

(Barrows, 1996) Let us end with John Dewey's (1929) quote: “Genuine freedom, is intellectual, 

it rests in the trained power of thought, in ability to turn things over, to look at matters 

deliberately, to judge whether the amount and kind of evidence requisite for decision is at 

hand, and if not, to tell where and how to seek such evidence.”  
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Personal experience of values in a school environment within the moral domain, domain 

of social convention and personal domain 

Abstract and key remarks 

Students gain different behavioural patterns, and add them to their own, by observing the 

reactions of teachers (and others) in everyday school interactions. These patterns can be 

either encouraging or discouraging (obstructive) to the development of their behavioural 

system, inner sense of moral and social responsibility. They also significantly affect the way 

students seek to fulfil their goals, the way they advocate their position (point of view) and if 

they will respect human dignity. Selecting the correct strategies to control inappropriate 

behaviour is of key importance, both for the teacher (who wishes to stop the inappropriate 

behaviour or transform it to a more suitable one, enabling them to fulfil their work without 

distractions) and the student (who should learn analytical and critical understanding of the 

situation, raise awareness of their own thought process and on their own come to conclusions 

why certain behaviour is inappropriate). The lather is also a key predisposition for successful 

self-regulatory behaviour as well as better interpersonal relationships.  

According to new studies of the child´s development, it is essential to distinguish among the 

development of a child’s understanding of morality and the development of their other social 

capabilities or skills. One of the theories, that advocates the fact individuals use different self-

regulatory development systems for their understanding and acceptance of decisions, and act 

within three different domains (moral domain, domain of social convention and domain of 

personal choice) is the theory of social domains. We present the importance of this theory in 

our research, as we believe, that an in-depth understanding of the three domains and the 

consideration of their constituting elements (in the reactions of teachers in everyday 

situations) can fast forward development on cognitive, moral, social, emotional, personal and 

motivational areas of a child’s development. We also suggest some examples for the work 

with students, that we have recognised as successful. 

 

Key words: theory of social domain, moral domain, domain of social convention, domain of 

personal choice, emotions, inappropriate behaviour. 

 

Introduction 

According to many, student’s inappropriate behaviour represents one of  the most pressing 

challenges in educational institutions. Multiple studies report on the increase of behavioural 

disorder in schools (Lake, 2004, Jacobsen, 2013, Velikonja, 2015). Teachers recognise, that 

students have trouble with the control of the factors making up their environment, their 

thoughts and emotions. The hardship of children may 

therefore be recognised through 
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behaviour, that in different areas declines from the expected. The lack of moral self-

regulatory standards may be associated with some behaviour, that is recognised as 

inappropriate by teachers. Others surface as irregularities for the obedience of rules (norms) 

in the school environment or concern unhealthy personal decisions of the individual. 

Behavioural patterns, that are recognised by teachers in schools, can be defined as behaviour 

of moral, conventional, and personal nature. 

Social domain theory 

The theory of social domains, that was mostly developed by American psychologists Elliot 

Turiel, Larry Nucci, Judith Smetana and many others, has gained prominence in the seventies 

and became one of the most established theories in the field of moral and social 

development. It describes three domains of knowledge, that are part of the social order. 

Individuals use them to understand and make decisions, as well as to within the lather 

personally experience values. The domains are described as the moral domain, domain of 

social convention and domain of personal choice (Smetana, 1995). The three domains many 

times overlap each other and are interwoven. During development, qualitative changes may 

be recognised within moral concepts concerning fairness (justice) and well-being of others 

(Turiel, 1983). This process occurs in parallel (Ibid), and not consecutively, as suggested by 

theories describing stages (as for example the Kohlberg´s view). The lather describes the 

development of moral concepts in qualitative different stages, that continue from externally 

constructed rules and norms to more adjustable internal judgements, that consider 

circumstances (Papalia idr., 2003). Moral, social and personal development construct each 

other in parallel, through direct circumstances, experienced by the individual. The individual 

changes his perception, point of view and examines the validity of the lather on the basis of 

experiences in different circumstances. 

The development of cognitive capabilities and abstract thinking is key for the possibility of 

identification and coordination within all three domains, as they enable different perceptions, 

especially in situations with multiple layered challenges (Richardson, Mulvey in Killen, 2012), 

that require a more comprehensive understanding. Multiple studies (Smetana, 1995) 

discover, that significant differences may occur among children when it comes to the 

balancing of the moral and social conventional domain. Individuals may either subordinate 

one domain to the other, give advantage to one domain before the other, do not admit 

competitive concerns or coordinate different societal concepts. It is therefore very important, 

that teachers in schools discuss complex questions with their students in such a way, that 

helps them with the domain identification, or possibly multiple domains, that concern the 

action most. By doing so, teachers can show students how their interests are similar to, 

overlap, are interwoven with or are different than the interests of others. The development 

of such thought processes is important for the self regulation of behaviour and decisions 

concerning a specific behaviour (action).  
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Personal experience of values within different domains of the school environment 

Children and adolescents learn most about society, of which they are also a part of, through 

tangible circumstances (also conflict ones). They develop their internal moral, social and 

personal judgements depending on the experiences, they obtain as observers, actors or 

carriers of consequences. When it comes to the case of conflict situations, they are forced  to 

confront their own wish, idea, need with those of others. And as the lather are in many 

circumstances not equal to those of their own, a disagreement is most likely to follow. Each 

person tries to solve this difference in their own way, by adjusting their own behaviour, that 

may be by an observer seen as inappropriate. Children and adolescents are not the only ones 

that learn in conflict situations, but also teachers, as the learning process is interdependent. 

When teachers are asked about what they learn most through interaction with students, 

especially those with whom they are most often involved in disputes, the most common 

answer received is that of building patience, tolerance, and consistency. To be more exact, 

they acquire competences, that most probably all people wish to obtain. Situations of conflict 

are important for children and adolescents, as they directly learn how to control crucial 

virtues, that are important for good relationships – dialog, interest for others, consideration 

of opinions and positions (points of view) of others. They learn how to read nonverbal signs 

and communication, they learn how to align interests and by doing so understand, that 

disagreement is normal. They evaluate their behaviour based on various actions, that touch 

upon different domains, and based on their own explanation of fairness and harm (Nucci, 

2001). That is exactly why they respond in a different way to the requirements of different 

domains, in the sense of actively understanding the meaning of the requirements, meanwhile 

assessing the expectations of adults, also with the help of their own experiences in connection 

to the consequences of their actions (Richardson and others., 2012). It therefore makes sense, 

that in cases of difficulties (that concern the field of morality), teachers encourage students 

to moral judgement and in case of trouble with the convention, guide students towards the 

understanding of social requirements, guide them to reflection of the meaningfulness to 

comply with the lather. Teachers should also, on a personal level, guide them towards a 

grounded selection of how they act. Students may in this way more clearly develop their own 

position towards moral, social and personal questions and are able to more thoroughly self-

reflect in the situation of coping with complex problems, that would include more domains 

at once. Nucci and Weber (1991) advocate the thesis, that leadership considering different 

fields and though reactions in line with them, leads to a higher degree of moral, social 

cognitive growth, than leadership with methods, that are not in line with domains. 
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Domain of social convention consists of social expectations and norms, that encourage the 

undisturbed and effective operation of individual social systems. These expectations change 

and are obtained by individuals from the side or more experienced members of the social 

group. Questions regarding the convention are dependent on the rules, and their normativity 

part of the social system, in which the rules were formed (Nucci, 2001). The aim of rules is the 

establishment of security and balance among people within a certain system. The judgments 

of conventions refer to social consensus, to the norms ad expectations of authority (ibid). 

Conventional offenses usually concern more people in a specific situation and are important 

for the operation of the group and group identity (Killen and Rutland, 2011). They prevent 

members of a community to operate undisturbed and live in coexistence within a societal 

system (home, social institution, organisation), as they deconstruct the balance within this 

system. 

Through their development, children accept and understand conventions in a more and more 

complex way. They obtain their conventional knowledge through their experience in different 

social systems (youth hostel, kindergarten, school and other), within which they are 

confronted with the acceptance and understanding of different contexts. Each system has 

different rules, that require uniformity of specific habits and behavioural patterns, with the 

lather being necessary for adjustment to a group. Rules lead them towards knowing, how 

they must act in specific circumstances, and determine, what is permitted and what is 

prohibited. Rules should also clearly determine what are the consequences if someone 

breaches them. Children and adolescents usually do not accept all conventions likely. They 

follow some without any trouble, whereas they decline to follow the other ones, they disobey, 

transform or accept new forms of conventions (Turiel, 1978a, in Overton 1983). Social 

assessment occurs when they are fully aware of how the system of which they are part of 

works, when they understand the point of conventions and are able to give up many of their 

own wishes, as they are aware of the consequences their fulfilment would set off in a group. 

Children are faced with a variety of school conventions and rules upon their entry in the 

school system, that constitute an environment more complex, than one known from the 

home environment or kindergarten. In comparison, there is a lower degree of adjustment 

needed in the home environment, and less demands than in school. The conversation at 

home takes place here and now, usually with two people. The group in school is larger, and 

students are expected to listen. The topics of discussion at home are connected to the 

everyday life of a child, linguistic standards are not high whereas the topics in school change 

from hour to hour, and the language connected to the lather can be much more abstract. The 

school system has expectations towards children about their capacity to give up many of their 

own wishes or at least postpone it for a certain period, by doing so adjusting to the group. 

The expectations of adjustments in the school and class setting therefore present a challenge 

for many students. These can be seen as behaviour, that is inappropriate for the school setting 

and seen as a violation of the school order (being late for class, the misuse of school electronic  
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devices, possession of objects, that pose harm for the security and health of other people, 

smoking in the school environment, trouble with wearing slippers), or behaviour that is not 

adjusted to the class division setting (not respecting others when they are speaking and 

disturbing them mid-sentence, trouble with respect for lines and waiting for their turn, 

chatter during class, disturbance of the educational process, non-cooperation in the 

educational process). 

Many children and adolescents see certain conventions of the school setting with opposition 

and resist them. This is most important for some youngsters. They oppose the requirements 

of adults and search for their own ways, as this is a way for their fight towards integrity and 

power. They feel as if the breach of conventions does not harm anyone, that conventions 

influence their experience, in the domain of personal choice. This is true in some cases, with 

certain conventions that do enter the domain of personal choice and truly do not harm 

anyone (for example the convention of wearing caps and hats, or other similar accessories, 

bringing unhealthy snacks to school or other objects). That is precisely why teachers have to 

give special attention to similar conventions, present them to students and give clear 

information about how breaching the lather can harm their own personal individuality or 

bring certain long-term consequences. Students usually are not aware of this by themselves, 

as breaching such conventions does not carry an imminent effect. An explanation that is 

backed up with demands of a personal, direct, and honest explanation is vital, even before 

the start of rebellion. The students will follow the conventions in case teachers communicate 

why and with what purpose they were set out. By doing so students can understand, what is 

the background of a certain rule, what they are protected from by the rule and in time will 

accept the guidance as their own. De Bono (1998) bares warning, that the rules of a school 

setting should be constantly analysed.  Situation where rules that were once set are still in 

use, as no one even thought of changing them (although the circumstances might have 

changed and the real reason of why they were set in the first place might have already 

disappeared), should be avoided. That is exactly why school leadership in close consultation 

with school associates and other employees should discuss on a yearly basis and determine 

which behaviour will be normatively regulated by the school, which rules will be set, how will 

the rules be explained, and what consequences will employees guarantee to students (and 

school employees) in the case of disobedience. The success of set conventional rules is highly 

dependent upon a set of consequences that is neutral and equal for everyone. Dix (2017) 

showcases the method with an example of consequences to uphold time accuracy. This is one 

of the desired values on most schools, whereas it is far less implemented in practice, mostly 

due to disunity among teachers. Each of them faces the challenge of time accuracy in their 

own way, and many do not tackle it at all. An agreement on the procedure that should be 

followed by all teachers in case of students being late for class is essential for time accuracy 

(or any other value and convention) to be truly implemented. In Great Britain, Dixon´s 

proposal was implemented with the following routine for all latecomers. Every student, who 

was running late to class needed to sign in a list in front of the classroom before entering, also 

listing a reason for why they are late. He/she would then sit in a specific place within the  
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classroom. At the end of the week, parents would be informed of the classes their children 

were late for, and the reasons children listed. By following the set procedure, they were able 

to lower the number of children running late in only 14 days. The children realised, that the 

consequences of being late are not good for them (they do not have the opportunity to sit 

where they wish, they argue with their parents about being tardy, as caretakers know about 

the listed and false excuses) leading to giving up tardiness (Dix, 2017). Each rule of the school 

setting or school order should therefore bring certain consequences for those, who breach 

them. Equal consequences should be guaranteed for everyone, in case of breaches. Teachers 

and other school associates will be therefore able to show their students, that all employees 

have the same expectations of them when it comes to conventional standards. The 

individuality of every situation should also be considered. 

Groups have a very powerful effect on people and their decisions for change. People are more 

likely to believe a group than one single person (Duhigg, 2014). That is precisely why goal led 

uniform action of professional workers is so important. When students have a direct or 

indirect experience, that teachers have the same social conventional standards, they will be 

more prone to follow suit. We also believe that it is wise to start this process step by step and 

select one value, that will be (in cooperation with parents) more strictly and in depth followed 

in the everyday school environment, also by enforcing penalties for the ones who do not 

follow rules. The consequences are therefore not seen as a punishment, but as a well thought 

out, united approach towards the problem. As an example, we can decide upon and set a 

goal, that students will not use their mobile phones during class. We acquire information from 

parents to determine which children carry their phones to school with them. In accordance 

with the agreement reached with parents, teachers collect the telephones at the start of the 

first class of the day and return the devices at the end of the day, when children are returning 

home. Those who do not follow the rule (does not submit the mobile phone and use it during 

class) should face consequences, that seems most fit by the school leadership and teachers. 

This consequence should be followed strictly. In the case of seeing a student that runs in the 

school hallways, a consequence could be a warning by the teacher accompanied by an 

explanation that we walk in the hallways, whereas we are free to run in the playground and 

school gym. It would be optimal, if this could be implemented by every teacher, who sees 

children running in the hallways. It is of course essential to make an agreement upfront, 

otherwise every teacher could approach the situation in a different manner, and many of 

them would not face the challenge at all. 

Schools often have section/department rules, that are formed besides school norms, mostly 

as an agreement among teachers and students within a specific setting. The lather define 

what is expected from an individual in a group. Rules may differ from teacher to teacher 

(there are many implicit rules). That is precisely why students act different or even 

contradictory in various settings and with different teachers. To avoid this phenomenon, it is 

wise for class teachers to define rules in agreement with students, determining how one 

should act in all surroundings of the section/department. Students should be empowered and 

encouraged towards their own process of exploring the rules. Teachers should lead students  
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towards an understanding and judgment of their own relationship to the rules, so that 

students will have an established way to act and will follow the agreements accordingly. The 

rules of a desired behaviour should be further showcased with pictures, shown in a visible 

spot and further explained to teachers, who will be teaching in the department/section. The 

rules will therefore be implemented in the everyday cooperation and communication among 

teachers and students. In case of not following the set rules, teachers (working in a specific 

section) will be able to call upon the agreements, that students and their class teachers have 

jointly agreed upon and showcased in the classroom. The teachers will therefore have an 

easier job in insisting the rules should be considered and obeyed. Let´s look at some fun 

activities for the rules to be set and followed. 

Teachers can invite students to write 5 rules each (the number could be higher), that is 

important according to them, so that they may follow them in the classroom. The teacher 

collects the ideas of students, arranges them (as some might be written multiple times) and 

writes them on colourful notes. The teacher can also add some of their own rules. She/He 

hands out a colourful note containing one of the rules to each of the students. The children 

draw an image of the rule (they have received) on a piece of paper. They cannot use letters 

or words in this process. When all of them have finished drawing the rules, students form 

groups based on the note colour originally received rules are written on. Each member of the 

group shows his/her picture to the group classmates. The other group members are tasked 

to figure out and describe, what the rule is. When all the rules have been described, the 

students set out to discuss – if the rules are important, why is it important to follow the rules, 

and what consequences/punishment should be implemented in case one brakes the rule. 

Each group then prepares a presentation in the form of a poster and presents their work. The 

posters are posted in a special visible place in the classroom. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We perform sport activities in sports gear        We tidy up and put toys in the box 
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Every teacher knows from their own experience, that different events are bound to occur in 

the classroom, with potential to disturb the lesson. As an example, a student may wish to 

sharpen their pencil, blow their nose, wishes to visit the bathroom, calls the teacher for help. 

Some of them arrange their actions without trouble, whereas others may 

disturb the work process. It is therefore good to agree with students in 

advance, on how such activities should be performed. For instance, without 

disturbing others while going to the trash bin, sharpening your pencil and 

returning back to your seat. When one needs the help of a teacher, he/she 

can place a red card on the side of the table and wait, for the teacher to 

approach them. 

Violations of rules and disturbing class in the section will be far less often, if 

an encouraging, structured educational environment is established. This will 

enable the students to feel safe and connected. 

It is suggested to have a special spot in a classroom for a schedule, that will 

enable students to have a clear overview of the events in the entire day and 

will enable them to shift from one activity to the other more easily. The best 

way to prepare a schedule is to showcase pictures of activities (for younger 

students, with more steps) and write school subjects (for older students, with 

less steps). Surprises can also be part of schedules. We can do so by using a 

Velcro tape. This option is good as students can remove a part of the schedule 

after every activity is over, and by doing so visually observe the workday is 

getting shorter. The schedule can also be written on the blackboard, and 

students have the opportunity to cross out or erase the activities that are 

finished. Students should be informed and prepared on any changes of the 

schedule in advance and explain the new setting. 
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A school calendar can also be used to accompany 

the schedule and used to take note of all the 

upcoming events, class examinations and tests, 

which will help students in the process of 

organisation and planning. The students can also 

colour each day at a time. 

 

 

It is also advisable to showcase a timeline of fixed 

events, as for example snack time, recess, lunch. 

By doing so students learn how to take note of 

the clock (time), and do not constantly ask 

teachers when a certain activity will take place, 

as they have control over them on their own.  

 

 

 

Organisation of school supplies and equipment is essential for a 

fast transition to school work. Students usually need to be 

reminded more than once about the supplies they need for class. 

To avoid such activities, we can devote a part of the classroom 

to describe which notebook, book and work book as well as other 

school supplies will be needed for the specific class hour. It is 

suggested to have pictures of books and workbooks showcased 

on a visible spot, especially for the younger students. This 

process can enable students to get ready for the class subjects 

sooner, whereas their tables also will not contain equipment, 

that could further attract their attention. It is also important to prepare a constant space for 

school supplies, didactical tools and toys. 

Students need to be well aware of how the class will unfold, and divide the class into goals, 

that will be checked out as they are 

achieved. We also suggest giving a rough 

estimate of the timeline and informing 

students of the estimated time devoted to 

each activity. Hourglasses (watches with 

sand) and timers are also a very good 

method to determine time, especially with 

younger students, as they do not have a  
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sense of time developed jet. A timeline is also important for older students, especially those 

that have difficulties with concentration. 

We also see flexibility of teachers as important for the 

implementation of activities. If teachers asses, that the 

concentration of their students is lower, a short five minute 

break might be suggested during class. Students can 

randomly select a relaxation activity they will all participate 

in. Such examples can be an exercise of fast reflexes, riddles, 

gallows game, tic-tac-toe (cross and circle game), exercises 

with chairs, stretching exercises, dancing. Brakes for children 

who need to rest, is also suggested. 

After the class ends, students should assess their work on 

their own, in case they deem they were successful. By doing 

so, they also learn, that they do not only study for grades, 

but also for their own benefit. 

Students should also devote time 

after each day to rethink if they were 

particularly fond of something during 

the school day, and write it into their 

notebook. Each class usually contains 

students, that do not like school 

altogether, and think they go to 

school only because they need to. When they have such thoughts, it is easy to find proof in 

their notebooks, that this is not the case, and everything is not so black. 

 

 

 

 

 

It is very important, that teachers reach the attention of all students before the class takes 

place. Instructions need to be given only when the class is silent. Silence can be reached in 

different ways. A teacher can for example stand in front  of the students and wait for them to 

notice him/her, upon which he/she uses an agreed upon sign, raises his/her hand, claps, sets 

of a music box, uses counting, a bell or various other visual messages. Teachers usually turn 

to raising their voice to be louder than the students, or use gesticulation and nonverbal  
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communication, a tactic that might work against them and in the end empower the students 

to be the ones, who use loud voices to control the teacher. You should therefore raise your 

voice with caution. When the students will have a better understanding of the point learning 

enables, and the expected demands, it will be easier for them to follow suit. They will be able 

to follow the norms even when the teacher is not present. It is not enough, that only adults 

know what is best for youngsters. The possibility for them to better understand and accept 

something that is good for them, is much higher, if we clearly articulate what is expected of 

them. It is not enough, if we only place a rule or prohibition. We need to take time to explain, 

think through and make sure how children and adolescents understand such norms. We can 

of course also motivate them to follow rules by the use of threats, by raising our voices, with 

angry stares. The students will take account, that it is better for them, if they follow our 

instruction/demand, then if they oppose. The problem is, that students will most probably 

breach the conventions, when we will not be there. If they understand what we are trying to 

protect them from, or more clearly understand, why the boundary was set in place, they are 

more prone to follow suit and will not repeat their behaviour. They will be able to in time, 

internalise and accept the norms and accept them as their own. They will know that it is good 

for them and that it helps them to fulfil a certain demand. Making norms for certain actions 

is necessary, but only with argumentation and the transmission of real and legitimate reasons. 

We will not allow a small child sit in the front seat of the car of course. He/she might protest, 

try to force their own way and cry, because they might think we are trying to prevent them 

from having fun. In truth, it is not the fun we are taking from them, but that we are trying to 

protect them, as a seatbelt cannot secure their safety in the case of a car accident, leading to 

the possibility of the child getting severely hurt or even lose  their life. 

The moral dilemma is constructed by the concept of damage, freedoms and the care for 

wellbeing and justice towards people. It concerns the rights and principles about, how 

individuals should balance their behaviour and how should they consult each other, so to feel 

better altogether. It´s roots can be found in social relationships or in consequences of some 

relationships among people. Moral offenses have a significant effect on the rights of others 

and their wellbeing, that is why moral concepts are necessary and binding. 

Children begin to show their moral sensibility fairly soon, at about second year of age (Kagan, 

in Tappan, 1997, Hamlin, Bloom, Wynn, in Sapolsky, 2017). They attain moral concepts 

concerning fairness (justice) and wellbeing in their earl childhood, building upon conventional 

and personal concepts (Turiel, 1983). They can distinguish basic moral questions apart from 

conventional already at the age of three (Smetana in Braeges, in Smetana 1995). By becoming 

older, their understanding of the lather expands due to the possibility of abstract thinking 

(Davidson, Turiel in Black, 1983, ibid) or qualitatively changes (Smetana, 1995). They use 

moral language in their self-determination, that can be very general, from the sixth year on. 

They can already express, why their behaviour is not in harmony with certain pre assumptions 

of good (Leslie and others, 2006, in Richardsoon and others, 2012). They start to show first 

signs of moral self-assessment between the age of eight and ten (Power and Khmelkov, 1998, 

in Nucci, 2001). They start to distinguish between intentional and coincidental damage  
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(Sapolsky, 2017). In early adulthood, when self-understanding becomes the foundation for 

knowing one-self or the foundation of an individual personal identity, they start to use more 

complex ones (Damon and Hart, 1988, in Nucci and Lee, 1993, in Nucci, 2001) and more 

refined expressions (Sapolsky, 2017). They also ask adults less when solving moral conflicts, 

as discovered by Gralinski and Kopp (1993, in Nucci 2001). The intervention of adults in moral 

offenses of children decreases through the years. 

Children differentiate between morally appropriate and inappropriate behaviour very early 

(Hamlin, Bloom, Wynn, in Sapolsky, 2017). They consider about the adequacy of a certain 

behaviour in various situations: with the use of purpose and wishes, they have gained on the 

basis of their experience (Wellman and Liu, 2004, ibid), on the basis of information regarding 

consequences of negative moral behaviour experienced as being victims themselves, the ones 

gained from other victims or responses from the environment to them or by being a witness 

to the consequences, victims have encountered (Turiel, 1983, in Tisak and other., 2006). They 

reach moral judgement as they discover how their behaviour is inappropriate, and should not 

be repeated, as it has an impact on others. Their behaviour can express the care for others or 

harm them, they can act in a fair manor or cheat, enable others freedom or block them, are 

trustworthy or can betray others, and even degrade them. Children think, that moral offenses 

of all kind are serious, and deserve punishment (Smetana, Kelly in Twentyman, 1984, in 

Smetana, 1995). In general, moral offenses are seen as more incorrect as those of 

conventional nature, and more controversary than those, that concern the field of personal 

choice (Nucci, 1981). They are also seen as incorrect in the case of an absence of rules, 

authority (Nucci, 1983). 

Studies of wider spectrum note, that moral judgments are structured considering the 

individuals understanding of justice and wellbeing of people (Turiel, 1983). It is therefore 

reasonable, that teachers consider the respect for basic individual rights and the feelings of 

all the people involved when analysing and identifying morally questionable behaviour. They 

should also guide students to think about the harmful consequences for other people, that 

has been caused  by a certain inappropriate behaviour. In this way, students will accept the 

consequences of their behaviour sooner, they will think of solutions for the misunderstanding 

and develop their own self-definition of moral purpose. They need to be encouraged to a 

process of moral evaluation and the feeling of duty, so they act in accordance with what is 

right, and they strive to be a good person. The evaluation and grading of our own actions 

enable the development of self-regulation and the ability to express their own experiences. 

To have moral self-esteem means to search for moral reasons to take responsibility (Blasi, in 

Lapsley, 2008). 

If a student has committed a morally controversial action, that concerns the subject of 

fairness and honesty (theft, lying, cheating, inability to share common objects and other), is 

guilty of causing physical damage (pushing, beating, pinching, destroying property and other) 

or causing psychological harm to others (making fun of, not being respectful, imitation, 

teasing or other), it is not enough, that they just receive a warning. Such behaviour should be  
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addressed with statements, that concern the effects of behaviour, and that encourage 

students to think about them (Nucci, 2001, Smetana, 1995). Such a response is very important 

for the development of responsibility and empathic responsibilities of students. Realising the 

responsibility for your own behaviour is a necessary predisposition for every moral behaviour. 

It is present before every behaviour and after it. The feeling of guilt comes only after the 

activity takes place, as a consequence. For a student to feel the guilt of injustice or harm 

caused to others, he/she needs to see and understand the consequences that a victim has 

suffered due to his/her actions. 

We believe a constructive way to address moral offenses, is for teachers to focus on helping 

students reaching a higher control over their own behaviour, so that attention is devoted to 

emotions, the current behaviour and the wanted behaviour. They should address the 

individual as a person, that has her/his goals of how something should be/look like. They 

should identify events the person sees as important for them, and to which they have reacted 

with a certain emotion. The event in focus should also be looked upon through the meaning 

a student has attributed to it, and why exactly did he/she react in this particular way. Which 

information they might have considered as harmful to them. Emotions namely are not 

responsible for any kind of stimulus from the outside environment, but only for those stimuli, 

that a person considers important (Milivojevič and others, 2008). Emotions can either 

encourage or stop a person to act in a certain way (ibid). The first thing that needs to be 

considered are emotions, as one always feels a certain emotion before they react. Only then 

can we consider a reason, and that a certain emotion cannot be the justification for a certain 

behaviour. Everyone can choose how they will express their feelings. 

It is therefore important, that teachers teach students how to self-regulate behaviour, that 

gradually develops and becomes an integral part. They should not only focus on 

consequences, and to search for other ways to react in the future, or even assume on their 

own on what are the reasons for a certain inappropriate behaviour, they have observed with 

a student. They should explore the emotions a student has self-detected in the process of 

their actions, and also why the student has acted in a specific way. An inquiry of the reasons 

for a morally inappropriate behaviour is very important, as it opens the possibility for a 

student, to talk about his/her perceptions, he/she has formed in accordance with their own 

understanding of the world, themselves and others. These are especially in the very core of 

the problem, as it was on this basis that a student asserted meaning to a certain situation and 

determined a goal, they have followed with actions and behaviour. Someone could have hurt 

a classmate as a consequence of different reasons. It might be because he/she wished to hurt 

the person, so he/she would have peace and be left alone, so to express power. It could be 

an attempt to protect oneself or belongings, invite others to play or to identify with a person, 

that does such things in his/her environment. Knowing the background of why a child has 

acted in a specific way is very important, as this is the predisposition of determining a way of 

help for preventing future inappropriate behaviour, and to learn the wished upon substitute 

behaviour, that will have the same function as the original inappropriate behaviour. If 

someone hurts the other to be left alone, it is essential to teach him/her, that their wish  
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should be expressed through words, by expressing a wish for solitude, or to just move away. 

If someone evokes pain as an invitation to play, he/she should be taught to do the same in a 

different manner. Searching for the purpose of a specific behaviour also enables the teacher 

to have insight to, as expressed by Vec (2015,2011), if a student is developing emotional 

disorder and a dislocated personal structure, a neurotic personal structure, or a biologically 

conditioned disorder. Emotional disorder and a dislocated personal structure (“And so what, 

if I hurt him?”) can be seen with actions in opposition to the norms of the environment, when 

aggressive behaviour causes internal pleasure, when there is absence of internal conflict, 

absence of guilt and there is no wish to change oneself, but rather an expectation towards 

the environment which should change, and they also wish for an instant fulfilment of needs 

(ibid). A neurotic personal structure (“I was extremely angry, and did not know what I should 

do”) can be seen if one does not know how to express her/his interests, is blocked, has 

feelings of guilt upon aggressive behaviour or has an internal conflict, has a low level of trust 

in themselves, expresses a need for others to be considered by others and accepted (ibid). If 

the cause can be found in a biologically conditioned disorder (“I just passed by and bumped 

into him), can be seen through the fast response time of reacting to stimuli, a different 

capability of controlling internal impulses, the stability or instability in expressing emotions, 

hyperkinetic, dyslexia, bad eyesight (ibid). In the case of observing an escalation of morally 

controversial actions, it is essential to involve more people and assist the child with additional 

professional help at the right time, as he/she might suffer from an instable emotional balance 

and therefore only continues piling morally inappropriate behaviour. It is therefore essential, 

that children reconstruct irrational, dysfunctional thoughts and change them with rational 

ones.  

Teachers should therefore help students understand, what caused an event, and what 

emotions they have experienced. Afterwards they should be guided with structured dialogue 

and behaviour modelling towards changes in thinking about the situation, towards changes 

of problematic sensing system, views and expectations (Mayer, Acker, Lochman and 

Gresham, 2009). They should be assisted in the process of moving forward from egocentric 

orientation, which can be achieved by presenting emotions, needs, visions and judgements 

of others, that can differ from their own. As presented by Powers (1998), people enter into 

conflicts, because they would like things to turn out, as seen from their viewpoint. At the 

same time we always meet people, who wish for things to be organised in a way as seen from 

their view point. If we do not change our perceptions, we insist, and the conflict continues. 

We can therefore conclude, that if students continue to enter relationships with the same 

perceptions (example: he wishes me harm, as he is always staring at me with anger), they will 

also continue with patterns of morally controversial behaviour. If teachers wish to guarantee 

more opportunities for students and their more respectful relationship towards others, for 

taking control over their own action and deciding for a different behaviour in similar 

situations, it is very important, to help students reach higher thought processes. That is, to 

reach the level of senses (sensorial system). By doing so, they can contribute to the 

development of students to make moral judgment, to the development of functions, that  
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decrease impulsivity, strengthen connectivity and focused attention. When students enter a 

similar situation with a different perception (he does not wish me harm if he is looking at me), 

chances for a different behaviour rise, also when teachers are not there. The development of 

moral virtues, as the feeling of justice, responsibility, respect towards other people, 

acceptance of difference, it is essential for students to realise the harm, he/she can make to 

another person with controversial moral behaviour. Dialogue between teachers and students 

for solving disputes through reflecting solving, is essential. Moralising, prevention, and 

punishment of morally inappropriate behaviour is not enough. As moral responsibility is 

developed through the feeling of urgency to act in accordance with moral standards, students 

have to think, how to solve the relationship with the victim, as an apology is not enough. 

Students therefore need to be taught self-observation of events occurring in them and new 

strategies on how to act, when they are under the influence of strong emotions. 

Let us look at this through an example. 

At the beginning of class, when we begin a lecture, one of the students stands up and starts 

kicking the door. It often happens, that adults start to assume, why a child is acting in such a 

way in the specific situation. We are interpreting the situation as a child’s wish to make us 

angry, disturb class or gain attention. The truth may be, that his/her actions have no 

connection with us. The child is simply expressing, that something is not as he wishes it to be 

and wants to change the situation. He/she is expressing it in their own way, that for us is not 

acceptable. For him/her it is acceptable, as it might be a way of reaching their own wishes. In 

his/her mind, the action is not a disturbance, it is a disturbance only for others. His/her 

behaviour is a frustration of inability to cope with his/her own frustration, that is why he/she 

has an answer why he/she is doing something all on his/her own. We do not have the 

opportunity to help a child in the search for more acceptable behaviour in the future, until 

we know the background – the purpose of why someone is acting in a particular way, as we 

do not even know what a child wishes to truly achieve. It is very important to figure out what 

a certain behaviour in a certain moment means to a child. By knowing the goal, a child follows, 

we can prevent many problems from occurring even before it escalates, and help the child 

learn a more suitable strategy for the future. When we are involved in a conflict with a child 

or adolescent, we should tell him/her, that we see he/she is angry, and that something is not 

as he/she would like it to be. This calms the child, as they receive our message, that we have 

noticed something is wrong. The anger significantly decreases, and the form of inappropriate 

behaviour becomes less intensive, as it is noticed. We follow up with a question what angered 

him/her or what is not according to their wishes in the particular moment. By doing so we 

can realise which goal they are following in a certain moment. We should listen to his/her 

response, after which it is constructive to inform the student of our perception of the 

situation, with our needs, and maybe also with the needs of other that are present. We 

therefore do not supress the students needs, but also show, that others have needs. It is 

therefore essential, to act in a coordinated way.  
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When a child or adolescent contributes another meaning to the situation, he/she looks at the 

situation from another angle, and the emotions turn off. Let us not forget, that adults present 

standards to children and adolescents through our reactions, on what we expect from them. 

They learn how to act towards other people through patterns, they receive from us. When 

they listen to what we say and pay attention to our actions, they add it to their own patterns. 

In our situation, it is not only the student who expresses dissatisfaction. The teacher is also 

dissatisfied with his/her inappropriate behaviour – destroying school property. It is therefore 

very important, that the teacher takes care of himself/herself but also allows the student, to 

successfully take care of himself/herself. This action is also an important way of passing the 

message to others who are present, namely that conflict is solved through interest towards 

others, through conversation and reaching compromise. That is how everyone learns the skills 

of a more suitable, respectful, less disturbing way of expressing ones dissatisfaction, anger 

and wishes. 

Example of a leaded discussion: 

The teacher comes closer to a student and talks to him/her: “I see that you are angry. 

Something is not as you wish for it to be.” 

Student: “You are being rude. You always force me to study.” ( When the child’s wishes are 

not completed, he/she starts to think about what is wrong with others, instead of clearly 

expressing his/her own needs. We therefore guide the student towards his/her wishes). 

Teacher: “What do you want the situation to be like?” 

Student: “I did not even have a break/rest.” 

Teacher: “What were you doing in the time we had reserved for a break”. 

Student: “I was doing homework for Slovene language”. 

Teacher: “If I understand correctly, you did not take a break after Slovenian class and now 

you are angry”: 

Student: “Yes.” 

Teacher: “What do you want exactly?. 

Student: “A break.” 

Teacher: “I understand that you are angry, as you did not take time for a break. You can be 

angry. And there is nothing wrong with anger. But anger cannot be an excuse for you to be 

kicking a door now. The school does not permit the destruction of objects and I feel 

responsible to make sure, this is respected. Your classmates are scared as we may see, and 

some are figuring out what is happening. You can express that you need a break in a way to 

just tell me as you did now, and we will come to an agreement.” 

Student: “May I have a break of 5 minutes?” 
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Once we realise what triggers a reaction in students, we can prevent them with a small 

adjustment and consequently also lower our personal stress. To help a child and adolescent 

towards a better adjustment sometimes also means, that we must adjust ourselves. Teachers 

can speed up the understanding of consequences for a certain morally inappropriate 

behaviour in a way, so that when a morally inappropriate behaviour is seen (for example one 

student hurts another), the attention is not devoted to the person who committed the 

behaviour, but to the victim. The teacher does not turn to the guilty student with moralising 

or considering the reasons why such a behaviour is inappropriate, and rather turn to the 

victim, by asking him/her how he/she feels, consulting him/her and confirm the action not to 

fight back with violence but rather move away was the right thing to do. The teacher’s actions 

are also seen by others who are present. They start to gain interest for the victim. Even the 

student committing the crime can be in the role of an observer of the action’s direct 

consequences, he/she has committed. While he/she observes the events taking place, he/she 

feels other emotions besides anger and their own wishes, something that is essential for a 

more respectful relationship towards the victim. The students feel the emotional distress of 

the victim. If the student who committed an action is being moralised by the teacher, he/she 

instantly receives all the attention (from the teacher as well as from other students, who 

observe the circumstances). This does not enable the student to make the connection among 

the inappropriate behaviour and the consequences right away. Instead of thinking of the 

consequences of inappropriate behaviour, he/she is now focused on the teacher giving him a 

lesson and moralising about the actions. This important educational moment, that enables 

the direct judgement and awareness of inappropriate behaviour (in the relation to the victim 

as well as others) can therefore be lost. When teachers focus their attention to the victim, 

they may immediately help the perpetrator to realise their mistake ad their inappropriate 

behaviour. As every human being has a wish to be recognised and valued, and constantly 

searches for objective confirmation and affection from others, it may also turn out that a 

student feels guilt as a consequence of how other students react, as he/she has damaged 

his/her reputation. This realisation in connection to the awareness of consequences that 

his/her action have caused for the victim will cause a change in moral memory and will enable 

different actions in similar situations in the future. 

It is of course essential to (as a follow up to the activity) have a conversation with the student, 

that has committed the inappropriate behaviour. We start the conversation by focusing on 

how the situation did not look according to the expectations of the mentioned student. We 

later guide the conversation to the harmful consequences, that the morally inappropriate 

action has caused to the victim. We ask the student about his/her perceptions on how the 

victim felt, when he/she received the physical assault, and how did the others watching feel. 

The student can also be guided to think about all the other potential moral consequences, 

that might still occur, or talk about the conditional positive consequences he would face, if 

he/she were to act differently. We should guide a student to think about how they can act 

differently in the future and how they can repair the relationship. The aim of this conversation 

is for the perpetrator to have a wider overview of the past situation, see the consequences of  

their own actions and take a position to the situation, 

and what was not done in the correct way. 
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We also feel it is important to teach students, that people do not accept the world in the same 

way, that is why there can be different observations, misunderstandings and differences in 

values or needs. These differences have an effect on the way of how we act, think, feel and 

react. We have different perceptions about things and people, that is why it is important to 

consider and to check how others have understood the situation. It is beneficial to teach 

students they should be interested in what exactly do others think when they express 

something, and by doing so also check his/her own understanding. It sometimes might 

happen, that a student does not wish to hurt the other. But if they realise this has occurred, 

they can check if it is true, talk about it and enable the understanding of the true meaning of 

a message. Let´s look at an example: 

A female student arrives in class with a different hairstyle, one that she is not particularly 

happy with. A student talks with her and expresses that she looks like a mermaid. The female 

student throws a pencil case at the classmate. When we ask her why she threw the object to 

the classmate, she expresses that she was made fun off, as the other student said she looks 

like a mermaid. We tell the female student to check the literal meaning of the expression 

mermaid, or why the student thinks she looks like a mermaid. The classmate expresses that 

she resembles a mermaid due to her new hairstyle, that is beautiful and suits her very well. 

In the same moment, the female student is smiling, and the disappointment has vanished. If 

the student would have immediately asked her classmate why she resembles a mermaid and 

what is the student’s perception of mermaids, the inappropriate behaviour would not even 

occur, as she would encounter a different emotion. 

Students should be taught the self-

observation of events occurring in 

them and the understanding of 

emotions, as we know, that immoral 

behaviour is usually accompanied by 

the presence of strong emotions. It is 

therefore essential to teach children 

about different emotions, of the feeling 

of different emotions in the same 

situation, of the different intensity of emotions and of the different 

feeling of emotions on different body parts. A visible spot in the 

classroom can be used to showcase a meter of emotional intensity 

(The CAT- kid), on which children can at any time mark how they feel. 

Someone who is acting very normally can use the meter to indicate 

they feel  excitement of a level 10. This is an opportunity for dialogue. 

It is also important, that students see emotions change over the day. 

This is especially 

encouraging for 

students that often 

feel the outburst of 

rage. The lather often come to 
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a conclusion, when reaching an outburst, that the overall day in school is bad. By using the 

meter, they can see, that this is not the truth. 

 

In some situations, students will not be able to reach the wished results 

even by talking about it, but will have to accept the fact, that things are 

as they are. What can be done by students (that have trouble in 

controlling their emotions) in such situations? Children need to be 

taught new strategies of reactions when they are under the influence of 

strong emotions. We can express the procedure of calming down with 

pictures and messages. For example: close your eyes, make a deep 

breath three times, count to 10, squeeze your palmy, have your feet 

firmly on the ground, talk to an adult. We try this with a child when 

he/she is calm. When the student is experiencing a crisis, we can put the 

manual on a visible spot, so that we can talk on how to calm down. 

Students can also temporarily move away, 

count, use breathing exercises, draw, listen 

to music, play with an object that calms 

them down, process the emotions with the 

help of social stories. 

It is important to enable the students to a 

visual support with the possibility of 

different strategies for calming down and enable them to select 

the one, that suits them best. A box with objects that calm 

students down is also a good option. 

For the advance of students moral development it is also essential, 

that we do not only focus on the inappropriate behaviour, but also 

ogive emphasis to behaviour, that displays students can work 

together well. We encourage the students to the wished 

behaviour through everyday discussions. We encourage them to 

the behaviour, that is something more, that displays students can 

live in coexistence and be good towards others. We can do this by 

placing a jar in the class. Students may place an object in the jar if 

they assert, they have made a good decision, a humanly act. As an 

example, if they have helped a classmate, when he/she does not 

understand the subject, when they have loaned an eraser to a classmate, when they share 

candy brought from home, when they help the teacher to make photocopies and other 

examples. Such actions deserve attention. When the jar is full, the class receives an award, 

something that has value for the entire class (like a class hour of playing video games). 
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The domain of personal choice concerns the person and psychological systems, their 

understanding and selection of the behaviour one displays, personal live stiles and friends, 

interests. It therefore concerns the understanding and maintaining of personal integrity and 

individuality, their own special features in dimensions of values and other personal virtues. 

All of this enables individuals to be unique, and to make borders between them and the group, 

that separates them (Nucco, 2001) and that determines the term of rights. Individuals fulfil 

their personal domain by the enforcement of control over personal questions and wishes, 

that touch upon personal perceptions of life and have important impact on the autonomy of 

individuals (Nucci, 1996, 2001, in Smetana, 1995). 

Nucci (1996) recognised five major conceptual changes that occur in an individual within the 

field of personal choice. These changes are shown through more advanced concepts of 

personality, that people construct in childhood, adolescence and early stages of adulthood or 

during development. On the first stage the individual determines himself/herself based on 

differences towards others (body differences, differences in activities, things). On the second 

stage they develop a different style of behaviour, they determine their personality through a 

series of characteristic behaviours. On the third level he/she senses her/his own worth in 

unique and different values or ideas. They determine themselves from the viewpoint of 

internal cognitive processes. On the fourth level they have control over the actions within 

their own personal choices. This control is essential for the coordination of all viewpoints of 

personality in accordance with the overall picture that is self-esteem. Within the fifth level, 

they can readjust their own purpose. They look at themselves as a developing product with 

the help of personal decisions. 

Every child and adolescent has their own internal world in accordance to which they act. They 

decide on who their best friend will be, what kind of creative work he/she will create, what 

kind of game he/she can play and who to fall in love with. Teachers should encourage and 

research this world. They should focus on every student and respect them as individuals, try 

to respect their individuality, try to dig into their meaning and help them to determine their 

ideals, search for purpose, in what the student does and feels. They should support the 

students in understanding the differences of identity perceptions, personal differences, with 

the recognition of others as different and with the acceptance of their live experience. 

Especially the variability among students enables the widening of the understanding within a 

group. Each student should be encouraged to a feeling of self-worthiness. This process is very 

important, as it protects and continues to change the personal understanding of personality. 

When students have a feeling of dignity, they will also act in a way, that will maintain this 

characteristic. 
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Interference in a person’s field of personal choices hurts their psychological health (Kernberg, 

1975, Kohut, 1978, Mahler, 1979, Masterson, 1981, in Nucci, 2001), it is therefore essential, 

that teachers enable students through confrontations among one other, so that the student 

realises, what are his/her personal boundaries, and are able to also listen to his/her choices, 

if they are not harmful for the individual. They show the students if they are allowed personal 

choices or not, by using direct and indirect communication (Nucci, 2001). By doing so, they 

also enable an individual to select a point of interest or selective class (he/she will develop on 

his/her own), they enable students to freely select, if the best option would be to paste the 

worksheet in a notebook with the use of tape or glue, or enable them to select a game, they 

wish to play.  By doing so we give them an opportunity to gain new knowledge about 

themselves in important fields of their own actions, engagement, of course in accordance to 

the age of the individual and by enabling them to build more differentiated concept about 

themselves. 

Teachers give messages to students and their possibilities of personal choice already by 

showing the will to listen, meet their habits and interests and if they are able to let go of their 

own personal judgements (that are projected to the student). This enables a student to 

develop a new view on the perception a teacher shows. The student presents his/her own 

mental picture, gains recognition and might even subjectivize. If unjust subjectivations occur, 

teachers have to help the students reinterpret them and mend them (Bingham, 2001). By 

listening to a student, the teacher reaches a more authentic relationship with the student, 

and enables him/her to be more prone to listen and except suggestions, if they are necessary. 

This is especially true when teachers have a feeling students are deciding for an unhealthy 

personal choice, with which they are prone to risks. They should therefore give him/her a 

message about the risks and information that is based on truthfulness, prevention and are 

reduced to examples. Made up information can cause the opposite effect and disqualify all 

the messages so far. It is therefore better, that teachers avoid them. 

Teachers should make sure how the students are feeling, they should give students an 

opportunity to think out loud in what they are good at, how they feel in the presence of kind 

people. They should encourage students to talk about who they adore, which places they 

would wish to visit, what kind of behaviour towards them do they expect from teachers, what 

they would like to learn, share their thoughts and perceptions on how they view the world. 

They can also draw all the mentioned in pictures. Teachers should use open questions to 

encourage students, so they express their own sensing, observations, positions, so that they 

communicate and listen. This also enables students to come to a direct observation, that 

classmates might think and feel differently, and as a consequence, also act differently on their 

own. Students should receive message from their teachers, that development on all areas is 

reached through approaching different truths and respect. This can only be achieved through 

interpersonal dialogue. 
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Teachers are used to implementing morning circles, where students share what occurred in 

their life on the past  day. If there are many students in the class, it is very difficult, to maintain 

the attention of the students and enable them to listen to what each and every individual has 

to share. We therefore suggest to divide children in two groups with the same number of 

people (an inner and outer circle). Children in the inner circle turn towards the children in the 

outer circle, so that each person gets someone to engage with in a conversation. Teachers 

pose a question, and students share their answers among themselves. Upon the agreed sign 

and after the decided upon time, the children in one circle move in a direction, so that each 

student is paired with another classmate. This process is followed by a new question. By 

employing this method, all students are forced to take part in the activity, and exchange 

thoughts with classmates they might not even have a strong person la connection with. This 

opportunity is in some cases very important for children, as they might find out the classmates 

they were ignoring up until now might have similar interests, be good at video games and 

gain other information about them. This could be the starting point, for them to reconnect. 

Teachers who pose questions may also join the exercise/game. 

Concluding remarks and discussion 

Almost every part of the day and almost every situation in school forces children and 

adolescents to adjust in a certain level of frustration tolerance. As some children might not 

excel in reading capabilities, some advance more slowly in the development of skills for 

adaptability in frustration tolerance up until the level, we expect (Greene, 1999). Teachers 

have an important task to, apart from teaching students how to read, write, perform 

calculations, also help them to maintain judgement within a frustration and with the 

development of virtues, that are important for the control of frustrations. 

Children that have trouble with the self-management of behaviour often impulsively react to 

the demands of teachers, have a hard time in adopting to the change of activities, have 

difficulties in waiting for their turn, talk in a louder voice, burst if they lose a game and are 

part of other reactions/activities. Such situations limit their possibilities of thinking and acting, 

so that they turn to a behaviour, they are most accustomed to. It often occurs, that teachers 

feel the lack of power in such circumstances and want to encourage change with the use of 

commands, threats, and by taking something away. They demand the students to stop acting 

in a certain way and start work as it is important for them. The conflict is only made more 

severe in this way. But if we investigate why students are acting in a certain way and do not 

do what is expected of them, it is easier to offer them a more suitable strategy in the future. 

It is only important to take account of some important goals and intentions children have, 

and to understand, that those significantly contribute to how they act. This will lead to a 

different relationship with the students and enable students to come to a direct 

realisation/experience, how the same goal may be reached by following a functional path.  

Instead of bursting, they may in some situations bargain in their advantage, stop for a 

moment or engage in a different activity. Dialog is a key tool, that can be used to help children 

and adolescents to reach a suitable understanding, while at the same time contribute to their  
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communicational skills. They can learn from the grownups, as the lather can enable children 

and adolescents with social, moral and emotional competences, that are important to solve 

problems, for relationships and for life. But we have to be careful so that our explanation does 

not turn out to be just a one way transmission of data, that will not be accepted by a child, 

turning the dialogue in a one way communication. If we are the only ones talking, the child 

begins to think we are dull and we are only prone to monologue. This is not an educational 

process anymore. But not only dialogues are important. It is of course essential, that a child 

even begins with the process of self -Management in their behaviour. But only after we 

include the child in the process of self-management of behaviour, we also open a door to 

their personal development of oneself. By encouraging students towards the process of self-

management of behaviour we also help them by raising awareness, that there are many 

different ways on how to behave and that they are the ones, who can always decide for the 

better option (better for them and everyone else involved). Through the implementation of 

self-management behaviour children can also learn to sort their thoughts, balance their 

emotions and mood, they learn to say no to temptation, how to persist, reflectively solve 

misunderstandings, while at the same time strengthen the sense of responsibility for a 

behaviour. 

As teachers report to encounter more and more behavioural problems, we deem it is essential 

for them to pose a question to themselves, if they wish to only prevent students inappropriate 

behaviour or to face them in an open dialogue and enable a more deeper understanding of 

the topic. Depending on how they will react to students morally inappropriate behaviour, how 

they will explain conventional demands and how students will be by their side with their 

personal choices all has an effect on how students will reach future goals in a more functional 

way, in social and morally more acceptable ways and therefore reach a higher value system 

of what it means to be good, a healthy human being, student, classmate and other societal 

function. This is exactly why observance and maintenance of moral, conventional and 

personal standards needs to be constantly checked upon and updated as time passes. 

In the cases of morally inappropriate behaviour, teachers should encourage students to think 

about harmful effects their action has caused to others, towards the interest to other people. 

They should encourage the student’s development of empathy and research the purposes of 

a certain action. In the case of conventional violations, teachers should turn to and enforce 

the decided upon school rules of the school order, the class rules and enforce the decided 

upon consequences of the violations. In the case of unhealthy personal choices students 

should be informed as much as possible, and teachers should broaden students’ horizons. In 

their explanations, teachers should take a position considering all the domains, that are 

interwoven in a specific situation, and should also encourage students to do so, further 

guiding them to a more internal control of the behaviour. As believed by Kazdin (2001), this 

process enables personal growth and the change of internal specific behaviour, as they will 

decide for the following on their own without teachers forcing or demanding a certain 

behaviour. Internal control will be important especially in the situation, when adults who 

would guarantee certain guidance for actions, will not be present. 
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Mrs. Anica Mikuš Kos engaged participants in a discussion on the virus of COVID-19, school in 

times of the pandemic and the mental health of children. As educational systems world wide 

have experienced in the beginning of the year 2020, the pandemic presented a significant 

challenge for schools, families, communities, children and other groups. Assuming that all 

children will be harmed equally or to the same extent would not be specific enough, that is 

why a closer consideration of all aspects determining a child’s environment, the community 

they live in and challenges/potential risks faced in light of the COVID-19 outbreak, should be 

considered. 

One of the factors for risk is the general anxiety in the population, caused by the uncertainty 

and fear the changing circumstances evoke. Children can be exposed to anxiety in one or 

more ways, it might be due to a cognitive understanding of the risks within the pandemic 

(fear of becoming infected…). Children might also experience distress on an emotional level, 

due to uncertainty in a family facing challenges or be influenced by the information passed 

through mass media. 

Children need to adopt to a new environment both at home and in school as expressed by 

Mrs Anica Mikup Kos. New lifestyles were formed due to governmental regulations and 

COVID-19 preventive measures, that surfaced in different work practices (with many 

individuals working from home), and educational systems (with distance schooling, or flexible 

schooling systems). Such circumstances present an increasing challenge for children who 

need to adjust to the new environment, and the lather adjust in a different manor. Some are 

more motivated to study, independent, are disciplined and are accustomed to the 

circumstances, whereas others have a difficult time adjusting , are not successful in school as 

before and experience other difficulties. All children also do not have the same predisposition. 

Some do not have the adequate technological equipment to follow classes or the 

technological knowledge, a gap that in some situations can not be overpassed even with the 

help of parents (as they do not poses the skillset). For some of the children, education through 

new models as adjustment to the pandemic, can be more difficult than the past educational 

process. 

Teachers are also the ones who struggle in the new educational environment. They do not 

have the opportunity to communicate with children, a process that is felt in their everyday 

work. Whereas teachers in live classes have an easier task to engage with students, motivate 

them, and receive feedback on a particular school subject, it is now increasingly difficult for 

teachers to pass on their knowledge, ideas and energy (by the use of their voice, gesticulation 

and non verbal communication) in educational programs organised in a virtual or hybrid 

fashion. The new technological empowerment has also contributed to a controversial 

situation, where children were in the past taught to avoid the over use of technological 

equipment, whereas it is now their only way of engagement in the educational process, 

socialisation and other processes.  
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Children have less opportunities to search for their engagement, less opportunities to reach 

out for help if they are struggling in a certain aspect. For the first part, children and 

adolescents can not be involved in many of their sports activities, hobbies and other interest 

groups, that offered an opportunity for their self actualisation, and enable them to excel 

within other activities than the formal educational system. Such communities present an 

important environment of support for individuals, their development and socialisation with 

peers.  Resources of help have also become more narrow, with children turning for advice 

only within families whereas other circles they might have been involved with before are now 

harder to reach. The ability of parents to assist children is dependant on their surroundings, 

abilities and other factors that consist each environment as unique.  

How children will react to the new circumstances is also highly dependant on the 

temperament and personality of individuals. Are they more prone to self control, internally 

organised or will they have difficulties with the new environment and challenges. Are some 

children more sociable and will miss their peers or are they accustom to working alone. The 

same is true for energy, if an individual can more easily control it´s emotions, environment 

and will be able to motivate themselves easier.  Mrs Anica Mikuš Kos therefore suggests, that 

children who will have the highest difficulties in the adjustment process were (and will be) 

children who are included in families with difficult material or other circumstances, children 

with less stabile temperamental/personality characteristics and especially children who have 

experienced difficulties in the past (as new educational circumstances will have a more 

difficult times to address their needs and prepare educational, help structures they were 

accustom to in the past in terms of individualised programs). 

Mrs Anica Mikuš Kos continued with a discussion on different methods, tools that may be 

considered or used to help children in their effort of coping with the current challenges. The 

individual assistance to children, by conversation and dialogue should not be underestimated, 

although it may be hindered in some cases due to different communication and educational 

patterns. It is also essential to talk to children about the COVID-19 pandemic. Topics that 

should be addressed vary from direct challenges of the society as a whole, practical problems, 

the promotion of preventive measures (that are essential for the children to protect 

themselves, their families as well as their communities) and raise awareness of other 

information. Mrs Anica MIkuš Kos also presented a big potential of the COVID-19 pandemic 

to be included in a wider spectrum of the educational process, with topics that should 

integrate different aspects in particular subjects. The conversation regarding the pandemic 

could take place in the surroundings of geography class, while learning history (and discussing 

other similar health challenges), biology and many other subjects within the curriculum. The 

COVID-19 pandemic can be seen as a learning momentum. A momentum that should not be 

lost and should be valued due to the opportunities it offers, as children can address various 

topics in a more concrete, personalised learning environment with examples close to them. 
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The current learning momentum also presents an opportunity to discuss the position of 

children as part of a community. As children observe the exchangeable circumstances within 

the community they live, they also become increasingly aware they are co-dependent of 

others, and others depend on them. This may teach them both the responsibility towards 

others as well as the opportunities their community can offer to an individual. The inter 

dependence of communities has also increased the level of solidarity among people, a topic 

that is highly recommended to be addressed with children according to Mrs Anica Mikuš Kos. 

Non-governmental organisations, volunteers and other groups or individuals have offered 

their free time, energy and motivation to assist and help people in need, reaching astonishing 

levels of cooperation when such a need presented itself (Examples of appeals within the 

health ministry for volunteers and other). Teaching children that they can also take 

responsibility, act and with small gestures contribute within their circles of associates, 

community and other groups is not to be underestimated. 

Discussion and closing remarks 

The discussion continued in an exchange of experience among the teachers, pedagogues and 

other experts who participated. The conversation included an overview of challenges the 

COVID-19 pandemic exposes for children, parents, teachers and other individuals and 

presented an exchange of best practices that may be used to improve the assistance to all of 

the addressed groups to cope with the new reality and new educational processes by seizing 

opportunities at their disposal. 

 

 

 


